PROJECT
PROFILE

BAYVIEW
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SEISMIC REPLACEMENT

TYPE OF BUILDING
Education
Community & Recreation

LOCATION
Vancouver,
British Columbia

SIZE
3,510 m2

COMPLETION
Anticipated to be occupied
winter 2021/2022

PROJECT OWNER
Vancouver School Board (VSB)

ARCHITECT
Francl Architecture

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
Fast+Epp

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Chandos Construction

WOOD SUPPLIER
Kalesnikoff Mass Timber &
Lumber

TIMBER INSTALLER
Kinsol Timber Systems Ltd.

MATERIALS
Cross-laminated timber;
glue-laminated timber

Artistic renderings courtesy Francl Architecture

New school
thinking.
Future-ready
design.

A mass timber structure, a high-performance building envelope and
an efficient, flexible design makes this elementary school sustainable
and future-ready. The new 3,500 m2 facility will have capacity for
365 students and is anticipated to be occupied winter 2021/2022.

A mass timber
structure makes for
an efficient floor plan
for this modern
elementary school.
The structural walls,
floors and roof use
CLT complemented
by glulam columns
and beams.

Quick facts:
Cross-laminated timber
will form load-bearing
floors and walls

Glue-laminated
timber to be used as
load-bearing columns
and beams
A net CO2 benefit:
1,137 metric tons

A 21st-century school design
A cross-laminated timber (CLT) structure delivers 21st century
school design with its large open spaces spanning two classrooms
and accommodating flexible teaching spaces. An open concept
library offers views to the exterior. The new two-storey school
that will accommodate 365 students, with a preschool, two
kindergarten classrooms and another 13 classrooms for grades one
through seven. The lower level will house administrative offices,
classrooms, two multipurpose rooms and a large gymnasium, while
the upper level will contain more classrooms and the library.

CLT Model

The replacement school project incorporates two wood heritage
elements from the original school building. This includes
an arched window dating back to 1913 to be used in
the interior and a set of vestibule doors from 1929 to be
installed in the main floor corridor.

Mass timber delivers efficient robust
design
A mass timber structure makes for an efficient floor
plan on a compact site—the exterior and structural
walls, floors and roof use cross-laminated timber (CLT)
Site plan

complemented by glue-laminated (glulam) columns and
beams. Left exposed, the wood adds warmth and character
to interior spaces. To foster collaborative learning spaces, classroom
volumes are staggered and the corridor widened—allowing for
break-out rooms, seating, hang-out space and a larger learning
commons. The library opens up to the corridor for added flexible
space and informal learning.
The CLT system serves double duty as both gravity and shear walls,
to resist the high seismic forces of the region. For the gymnasium
and multipurpose room a composite double-T design combines CLT
with glulam beams to form 16 metre-long spanning panels.

The new school replaces the
existing structure on the
site that no longer meets
seismic requirements.
Site plan courtesy Francl
Architecture and Fast + Epp |
CLT Model courtesy Chandos
Construction

Bayview Elementary School

The CLT system
serves double duty
as both gravity and
shear walls, to resist
the high seismic
forces of the region.

The open-plan library
features exposed CLT,
flexible work stations
and lots of natural
light.

Mass timber and
wood elements
are left exposed
adding warmth and
character to the
interior spaces.

Artistic renderings courtesy Francl Architecture

The use of locally-sourced
naturally renewable
timber fits with the school
districts commitment to
sustainability. The use of
mass timber means low
carbon construction—
delivering a net CO2 benefit
of 1,137 metric tonnes.

Prefabricated timber means faster construction
The prefabricated mass timber structure can be erected quickly
with timber panels easily dropped into place by crane. Along with
speed, this approach minimizes disruption to the surrounding
neighbourhood.

A lesson in sustainability
Bayview elementary
school’s design
shows how mass
timber construction
can complement a
variety of building
materials from
masonry and glass to
concrete and steel.
Bold exterior colours
took inspiration
from the seasonal
variation of the trees
surrounding the
school.

The project incorporates sustainable design features including a
building massing and solar shading design that helps control glare
and heat gains. The use of locally-sourced naturally renewable
timber fits with the school district’s commitment to sustainability
and low carbon construction—delivering a net CO2 benefit of
1,137 metric tonnes. Exposed wood offers biophilic benefits and
gives students the opportunity to touch and feel this renewable
resource while learning about environmental stewardship and
sustainability. Research suggests that exposure to wood and other
natural materials reduces stress and improves learning. At the same
time, the project saves money by eliminating the need for additional
finishes, such as sheet rock. CLT’s natural thermal benefits will
make for a highly efficient building envelope, reducing the need for
additional insulation. Along with the visual warmth wood provides,
the mass timber system, fabricated to tight tolerances, will also help
form an efficient, insulated building envelope.

Artistic renderings above and below courtesy Francl Architecture

INNOVATION PARTNERS

To learn more:
To read about Canada’s Green
Construction through Wood program
visit nrcan.gc.ca.
For information about building with
wood in Canada and the National
Building Code visit Canadian Wood
Council at cwc.ca.
For more examples of innovative wood
building projects throughout British
Columbia visit naturallywood.com.

